Unit 1-3 Study Guide

- Adverbs of frequency. Book pg. 13 /Workbook pg. 10, pg. 17
- Expressions of frequency. Book pg. 13/Workbook pg. 10, pg. 17
- Computer parts. Book pg. 14 and 19 /Workbook pg. 13
- Applications. Book pg. 19/Workbook pg. 18
- Simple present Book pg. 13 and pg. 19 /Workbook pg. 10, 11
- Articles: a, an, the and the zero article. Book pg. 15 and 19 /Workbook pg. 14 and 19
- Reading Workbook pg. 9

Unit 2 Study Guide:

- Vocabulary: Household Chores Book pg. 20 Workbook pg. 20.
Unit 3: Simple Past.

Articles: a, and, the and the zero article.
C Complete the paragraph using a, an or the appropriately, and put a cross (×) where no article is necessary.

I’m going to travel to different places of ____ world. I saw ____ world tour offer in ____ Himalayan Times. I’ve signed up for ____ tour. I plan to visit ____ Malaysia, ____ Australia and ____ United States of America. Oh, I can’t wait to visit ____ Disney World that is in ____ USA. But I hear it’s hard to find ____ honest person there. This means I cannot rely on ____ stranger. I’ll take with me ____ large handbag, ____ old camera, ____ umbrella, it may rain you never know, and ____ information book for sure. ____ money won’t be ____ problem as I’ll be carrying plenty of ____ money. I will also take ____ Lassie, my cute dog. He is ____ one-eyed dog but I love him all the same. Now, I have to reach ____ airport. I’ll return to ____ Nepal after a month.